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Abstract: In previous work, the authors showed that the dynamics of human blood clotting could be fruitfully modelled and
simulated as a hybrid system (HS), that is, one with interacting continuous and discrete parts. Here, the authors show that,
although a complete analysis of the HS is (computationally) infeasible, analysis and control techniques can indeed be applied
to a large, critical subsystem a set of about 100 ordinary differential equations. The theory is outlined behind the control
techniques and then demonstrate in a series of simulations their application to control of pathological blood clotting, both
hypercoagulatory (factor-V Leiden) and hypocoagulatory (hæmophilia A). In particular, steering is simulated during a clotting
event of the crucial blood–protein thrombin, via the controlled injection of (recombinant) factor VIII (for hæmophilia) or the
anti-coagulant heparin (for FV Leiden). It remains to remedy the shortcomings of this control technique, and to extend it to
the remainder of the HS of the previous work; methods for these are proposed, and addressed in a subsequent article.

1

Introduction

The complexity of the coagulation process renders treatment
of its disorders difﬁcult. Indeed, current treatments make
no attempt to manipulate coagulation in real time; rather,
periodic (of the order of 1 day to 1 week) measurements
and interventions are made with the aim of keeping certain known risk factors within safe ranges. This limitation
is a consequence of two facts: ﬁrst, the state of current
sensor technology, which precludes real-time measurements
of blood proteins (and hence real-time feedback control);
and second, the lack of theoretical techniques for such control. This paper addresses the second of these limitations
by applying techniques from computer science and from
mathematical control theory and demonstrating their validity – and limitations – both mathematically and in a series
of simulations. By providing part of the solution to the
theoretical problem of controlling blood clotting, we hope
to provide an impetus for the development of the relevant
sensor technologies.
The simulations of our previous work [1] demonstrate the
utility of the hybrid-system (HS) model described therein
for certain purposes, namely prediction, theoretical investigation and sensitivity analysis. However, ultimately we
should like to use it as a basis for the real-time control
of blood-clotting. Now, the standard technique for control
of HSs is numerical solution of a set of partial differential equations – the Hamilton–Jacobi equations. For systems
of dimension greater than about ﬁve, however, solution of
the equations is computationally infeasible (a consequence
of the curse of dimensionality) [2]. Unfortunately, our system has upwards of 100 state variables; so this technique is
patently unworkable.
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The approach taken here is to consider only a subsystem of the model, a set of non-linear ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) that were originally drawn largely from
[3, 4]. In fact, the model can be decomposed into this
(purely continuous) subsystem and two HSs, the three interacting only through two state variables, as we shall see
below (Section 3.1), so that control of clot formation in
the complete model can be approached as a problem of
continuous (non-linear) control. (A more elaborate justiﬁcation for this decomposition can be found in Chapter 4
of [5].) Thus in the present study, we content ourselves
with deriving and simulating the control techniques for the
system of ODEs alone – which ODEs moreover are, in consequence of the mass-action kinetics they model, merely
second-order polynomial functions of the state. Speciﬁcally,
the control task is to steer the concentration of thrombin
(activated blood factor II) along a desired trajectory during a clotting event, by controlled rate of injection of an
exogenous pharmaceutical (e.g. heparin). We demonstrate
two different techniques to effect this control: the ﬁrst,
following [6], using non-linear feedback and a change of
variables to partially linearise the ODEs, and then controlling the linearised, single-input/single-output (SISO) system
using standard methods; and the second based on stepinput control. In the simulations, the input is either the
anti-coagulant heparin or (recombinant) factor VIII, and the
output is thrombin, the most important enzyme product of
the coagulation cascade (see below).
We present the theory of the control techniques ﬁrst, along
with some preparatory results on alternative approaches,
before presenting a series of simulations. We then simulate
the clotting process in a patient with the pro-coagulatory
disorder factor-V Leiden and in a patient with moderate
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hæmophilia A, and then repeat the simulation under application of the control techniques. Finally, we discuss both
the relevance of this control task to the overall task of controlling blood clotting, as well as implementation issues, and
then propose an alternative technique to remedy some of the
defects of the present approach.

is within the span of the original set, where the Lie bracket
[f, g] of two vector ﬁelds is deﬁned as [∂g/∂x]f − [∂f/∂x]g.)
Here, by recursive deﬁnition

2

If these conditions are not met and full-state linearisation is
not possible, one may attempt to linearise the system partially. Here, the linearisation is carried out with respect to
some given output function, which will admit the formulation of some number q of new state variables with linear
dynamics. Of course, if full-state linearisation is not possible, then q, called the relative degree of the afﬁne-control
system, is strictly less than n, the dimension of the state
space.
Consider again the differential equations of our system as
the afﬁne-control system of (3), where this time h(x) = y,
the variable we wish to control. Differentiating the output
with respect to time yields

Theory

The model to be controlled is a system of about 100 coupled,
non-linear ODEs, of the most general form
ẋ = f(x, u)

(1)

where u is the (single) control variable (say, an anti- or
pro-coagulant). The control task is to force one of the state
variables (thrombin) to track a desired trajectory. In fact,
the ODEs can be expressed, as we shall see, in a less general form; and the approach described in this paper will
be to exploit some of the peculiarities of the system that
distinguish it from the most general case.
Now, control of linear systems is comparatively easy, so
a standard approach is to design the controller around a linear approximation to the true system, found by considering
only the ﬁrst term of the Taylor expansion, the Jacobian
[∂f/∂x](x0 ), near an equilibrium point x0 . Unfortunately,
the Jacobian in our model is singular, so (by the Hartman–
Grobman theorem) the linearisation is not guaranteed to
approximate the true system.
Alternatively, the system may be exactly linearised (as
opposed to merely approximated by a linear system) by
choosing the appropriate non-linear feedback u = ψ(h(x))
and looking at the system through a change of variables
ξ = (x)
ξ̇ = Aξ + bv
y = ξ1

(2)

where in fact (A, b) are in controllable canonical form, so
the system is completely controllable. Here, h(x) is an output
function that reﬂects our observations of the state variables,
and v is a synthetic input related to the true input u by a
known function. (This discussion of feedback linearisation
follows [6], but see also [7].) From this perspective, we can
ask whether or not, given the dynamics in (1), there exists
an output function rich enough to support the linearisation.
The answer is particularly straightforward if, as in our case,
the ODEs are afﬁne in the control, that is can be written as
ẋ = f(x) + g(x)u

(3)

in which case necessary and sufﬁcient conditions for the
linearisation can be given in the form of conditions on the
vector ﬁelds f(x) and g(x) and iterated Lie brackets thereof.
Speciﬁcally, the matrix of vector ﬁelds
[g(x), adf g(x), . . . , adfn−2 g(x), adfn−1 g(x)]

(4)

often referred to as the strong-accessibility distribution, must
have full rank (n) in the region of interest; and the set of
vector ﬁelds
g(x), adf g(x), . . . , adfn−3 g(x), adfn−2 g(x)

(5)

must be involutive in the region. (A set of vector ﬁelds is
involutive if the Lie bracket of any two of those vector ﬁelds
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adfk g := [f, adfk−1 g],
adfk g

:= g,

k>0

k=0

ẏ = (∇x h)ẋ
= (∇x h)f(x) + (∇x h)g(x)u
= Lf h(x) + Lg h(x)u

(6)

where Lf h(x) := (∇x h)f(x), the Lie derivative of the function h along the vector ﬁeld given by f. Now if Lg h(x) is
non-zero for all x, then the system is said to have a strict
relative degree of one, and we can force it to track a desired
trajectory yd by choosing
ud =

1
(ẏd − Lf h(x))
Lg h(x)

(7)

and making sure that the initial conditions match (y(0) =
yd (0), ẏ(0) = ẏd (0)). Changing variables according to ξ =
(x) := h(x) and deﬁning for the nonce ẏd =: v, a synthetic input, we see a one-dimensional (1D) linear system
ξ̇ = 0 · ξ + v and an (n − 1)-dimensional non-linear system
η̇ = λ(ξ , η). (The variable v is called a synthetic input in
virtue of its role as the input to this linear system.) Note
that the linear system is decoupled from the non-linear one,
in the sense that ξ̇ is not a function of η.
If, on the other hand, Lg h(x) is zero for all x, then we
differentiate y a second time to obtain
ÿ = Lf2 h(x) + Lg Lf h(x)u

(8)

and, if for all x, Lg Lf h(x)  = 0 (i.e. the system has strict
relative degree two), choose
ud =

1
(ÿd − Lf2 h(x))
Lg Lf h(x)

(9)

this time making sure that ÿ(0) = ÿd (0) as well. Choosing
ξ = (x) := [h(x), Lf h(x)]T again yields a linear system,
this time 2D, which is decoupled from the remaining (n −
2)-dimensional non-linear system.
In general, for a system of strict relative degree q, the
control law is
ud =

1
q−1

Lg Lf h(x)

q

(v − Lf h(x))

(10)

where we choose the synthetic input v = yd and set all the
(q)
initial conditions yd (0), ẏd (0), . . . , yd (0) appropriately. Note
(q)
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Fig. 1 A conceptual rendering of feedback linearisation
The arrangement can be viewed either as a controller in a feedback loop with the original control-afﬁne system (solid lines), plus
an output function; or as an equivalent output function along with
coupled linear and non-linear systems (dashed lines), with the former evolving independently of the latter, and the output depending
solely on the former

that, if q = n, the dimension of the state space, then
(x) := [h(x), Lf h(x), . . . , Lfn−1 h(x)]T

(11)

is a valid change of coordinates (locally diffeomorphic),
which in fact puts the system into controllable canonical
form, that is, (3) is fully linearisable by state feedback. The
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1.
q−1
Finally, we have so far ignored the case where Lg Lf h(x)
is zero for some values of x, and non-zero for others. In this
case, the relative degree of the system is not well deﬁned,
and complications ensue. (We shall see in the sequel that
this is indeed the case in the present system.)

3
3.1

Application to the model
Decomposition

The set of ODEs in the present model leaves out two important sections of the coagulation cascade: (i) the intiation of
the intrinsic pathway; and (ii) the ﬁnal portion of the cascade, in which thrombin activates factors I and XIII and a
clot forms. We claim, however, that control of the cascade
that is indeed represented in the ODEs of this paper sufﬁces,
under certain general conditions, to ensure proper clotting.
We address the beginning of the intrinsic (contactactivation) pathway ﬁrst. Although it is theoretically possible
for defects in the intrinsic pathway to affect clotting, this has
not been observed clinically. Indeed, deﬁciencies of the clotting factors of this early portion of the intrinsic pathway do
not have hemorrhagic consequences [8].
Now, this consideration might make us wonder what,
in fact, the point of the contact-activation system is. The
answer appears to be that it offers a method for initiating
clotting after blood-vessel trauma even without the action of
tissue factor (viz., through the action of negatively charged
surfaces on factor XII ) – a redundancy of sorts. (One
can imagine circumstances under which TF would fail to
be released into the blood stream, or alternatively under
which too little of it will have been been synthesised by
the endothelial cells.) The control techniques of this paper,
then, assume the presence of sufﬁcient tissue factor.
The situation with the ﬁnal portion of the cascade is
slightly more complicated. Now, obviously, a control mechanism that does not include a model of the generation of
2632
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factors XIIIa and Ia cannot guarantee healthy clotting if
the production of these factors or the initial values of their
unactivated forms are pathological; so use of the controllers
derived in this paper assumes at least the the healthy functioning of this ﬁnal portion of the cascade. However, there
is the additional wrinkle that thrombin complexes with both
factors I and XIII, which binding is not modelled by the system of ODEs, and which will perforce decrease the amount
of free thrombin available for the modelled interactions. We
assume, however, following [9], that very little of either
complex forms.
Armed with these considerations, we restrict our attention from here on to a set of ODEs that describe the entire
coagulation cascade except the initiation of the intrinsic
pathway and the ﬁnal portion of the cascade (factors I and
XIII). Now, to prove that control of these ODEs sufﬁces
to induce healthy clotting, we should at least have to show
that the amount of factor XIa produced by the former is
negligible compared with the amount produced by reciprocal activation by factors Xa and IIa. In fact, we might be
interested in showing for what range of initial conditions
in this ‘upstream’ subsystem this result obtains. Similarly, a
proof would require us to show that the thrombin trajectories
we control are sufﬁcient to produce a clot, and within a reasonable amount of time. This question, too, might be posed
in terms of ranges: what range of thrombin is sufﬁcient to
effect this end?
Both of these questions are questions of reachability; they
are addressed in detail in [5]. Presently, however, we make
do without any proof. The idea, then, is to steer model
thrombin concentrations, with the hope that it can be proven
that these trajectories sufﬁce to induce proper clotting. Lacking such a proof (and not wanting to rely on hope), we will
throughout aim at the tightest control possible: that is, we
will attempt to force thrombin concentrations in diseasedpatient models to match the trajectory of thrombin during a
healthy clotting event. This may be overkill in the sense that
looser criteria might be adduced, via the reachability analysis lately outlined, to guarantee proper clotting, but it is
certainly sufﬁcient (at least insofar as the model is correct).
Finally, if our controller is going to neglect these two
portions of the cascade, then certainly the input must not
interact with them. Fortunately, the major drugs for the
major clotting problems do not. In the following demonstrations, we focus on the two most common bleeding disorders,
factor-V Leiden and hæmophilia A. The latter is treated with
(recombinant) factor VIII, which lies in the subsystem modelled by the ODEs under consideration in this paper; and the
former is treated with heparin, which – as we shall see –
increases the efﬁcacy of antithrombin in inhibiting thrombin
and factor Xa, all of which proteins are again modelled by
the ordinary differential equations appearing below.
3.2

Feedback linearisation

Full-state linearisation as lately described faces a significant issue when applied to the present model. Although
verifying the two conditions associated with (4) and (5) is
mathematically straightforward, it is computationally intensive. Computing the vector ﬁelds requires the computation
of two Jacobians for every Lie derivative, although one of
them, ∂f/∂x, need only be computed once. However, each
of the approximately 100 vector ﬁelds of (4) needs to be
computed, and computation of each of the associated Jacobian matrices entails 1002 derivatives of polynomials. Even
neglecting the multiplication and addition operations, this
IET Control Theory Appl., 2012, Vol. 6, Iss. 17, pp. 2630–2643
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brings the total to a million computations – each of which
is a (symbolic) derivative of a polynomial, increasing the
total number of computations yet more. And most unfortunately of all, each derivative (at least potentially) generates
more variables, via the chain rule of differentiation, so the
polynomials have increasingly more terms in later vector
ﬁelds.
Apart from computational difﬁculties, it remains to construct the output function, h(x). No mechanical procedure
for this construction exists.
In fact, we can circumvent the computational obstacles.
As lately noted, the rank of the strong-accessibility distribution, (4), must be full for the system to be fully linearisable.
However, as [10] have pointed out, in the case of reaction systems like the present one, this rank is bounded from
above by the rank of a matrix D (the ‘accessibility matrix’)
that is independent of x, and is computed very simply. The
existence of such a matrix depends once again on being able
to express the governing ODEs in an even more speciﬁc
form. In particular, (3) can be written
ẋ = Cr(x) + bu

(12)

where each element in the vector r(x) is a monomial corresponding to one of the chemical reactions of the system
(i.e. one of the arrows in the chemical formulae); and b is
a constant vector, that is, does not depend on the state. The
present case is a special case even of the one discussed in
[10], since our model includes neither inﬂow nor outﬂow
of reactants. For this system, the accessibility matrix is the
augmented matrix D := [b, C], which we now show.
Consider a vector ﬁeld s(x) in the span of D, that is

s(x) =
di φi (x)
(13)
i

for arbitrary functions of x, φi , and where di are the columns
of D as deﬁned above. Then the Lie bracket of the drift
vector ﬁeld f with s is
∂s
∂f
f(x) −
s(x)
∂x
∂x

∂r
=
di (∇x φi )f(x) − C s(x)
∂x
i

[f, s] =

(14)

Now, since (∇x φi )f(x) is just another arbitrary function of
x, the ﬁrst term is within the span of D (compare this term
with (13)). Similarly, the second term lies within the span
of C and thus a fortiori lies within the span of D. Thus, we
see that the Lie bracket of f, the drift term of our ODE, with
any vector ﬁeld in the span of D, yields a vector ﬁeld that is
itself in the span of D. Since the control vector ﬁeld g(x) is
here just the constant vector b, it too is in Sp{D}; and hence
adf1 g = [f, g] is as well, by the fact just noted. Moreover,
now since adf1 g ∈ Sp{D}, then so is adf2 g = [f, adf1 g] – and
so on, extending the claim to all the vector ﬁelds in the
strong-accessibility distribution. Thus we can say
∀x, rk(D) ≥ rk([g(x), adf g(x), . . . , adfn−2 g(x), adfn−1 g(x)])
(15)
Crucially, the rank of D is easy to compute, being but a
constant matrix, and we avoid grinding through the iterated
Lie derivatives of the right-hand side.
For a hæmophiliac patient, we use factor VIII as the single input, giving rk(D) = 83 < n = 98 – so the system is
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not fully linearisable by state feedback; that is, there is no
single-variable output function h(x) that can be constructed
to support such feedback. Now, factor-V Leiden implies the
absence of certain reactions (and corresponding state variables), viz. those pertaining to the inactivation of factor Va.
(The modelling of factor-V Leiden is explained at length
below.) Treatment with heparin in turn requires the addition
of several reactions and state variables. However, none of
these changes, nor the different control vector ﬁeld b – with
its single non-zero entry in a different row – sufﬁce to eliminate the deﬁcit between the rank of D and the dimension of
the state: rk(D) = 73 < n = 89. The meaning of this deﬁcit
we shall discuss later.
So the system is not completely controllable. However,
there is reason to believe that clotting can be controlled
just by controlling the concentration of thrombin (activated
factor II): clotting occurs downstream in the coagulation cascade of the ODEs of this study, and interacts with them only
via thrombin (as we saw in the previous section). Thus we
attempt to partially linearise the system of (3) with thrombin the output y = h(x). Indeed, using heparin as the control
variable and augmenting the system with the appropriate
terms from the heparin chemical reactions, the strict relative
degree of the system is two. (Lacking complete controllability, is there something the system has gained? That is,
is there a trade-off in the area? An afﬁrmative answer can
be given if one considers the computational complexity: in
order to compute the feedback law, we need only calculate [two] twice-iterated Lie brackets; whereas if the system
were completely controllable, the two vector ﬁelds would
require the calculation of n-iterated Lie brackets. In a system as complicated as ours, this would be a serious problem,
even given a simple output function. Additionally, we need
only specify two, rather than n, initial conditions. This question is even more relevant when an output function that will
provide strict relative degree n is available.) Alternatively,
using factor VIII as the input (for hæmophilia) yields a strict
relative degree of three.
However, the relative degree for neither of these systems is well-deﬁned; in particular, the relevant Lie derivative
is zero at the initial condition, x0 . We circumvent this
difﬁculty by allowing the plant to run uncontrolled until
the concentration of thrombin is some distance δ from the
origin, that is, until the state has drifted away from the
singularity at which the relative degree changes, before
turning the controller on. The parameter δ is tuned manually for ideal tracking. (The non-regularity of the system and its consequences are discussed in more detail in
Section 6.2 below.)
3.2.1 Error correction: Now, in practice, small numerical discrepancies arise – for example, from a mismatch
between the plant and the model, or from numerical approximations – so that the trajectory produced by the control law
of (10) deviates from the desired trajectory. Compensation
is made in the form of additional elements in the feedback
loop, usually some variant on the PID controller. A proportional and an integral term are generally used [11], but here
we content ourselves with proportional and derivative terms
(as many as the strict relative degree of the system) since
(i) the integral term did not seem to improve tracking in our
simulations; and (ii) it can be shown [6] that, if the system
of (3) is ‘globally exponentially minimum-phase’, then this
control law guarantees bounded trajectory tracking, that is,
the tracking error and its derivatives tend asymptotically to
2633
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zero. That is, we replace the synthetic input v in (10) with
q−1

v(t) = yd (t) + [Kp Kd1 · · · Kd ][yd − ξ]
(q)

(16)

where yd is the vector of the desired output and its derivatives:
yd = [yd ẏd · · · y(q−1) ]T
and ξ is the linearised state, which in our system corresponds
to the actual output y and its derivatives.
The question of whether the system is indeed globally
exponentially minimum-phase turns out to be complicated;
it is discussed more fully in in a companion article, but
here we summarise those conclusions. The usual test is to
make sure that the ‘zero-dynamics’ – the evolution of the
uncontrolled, non-linear subsystem η̇ = λ(ξ , η) (see Fig. 1),
constrained to the manifold where the linear-system variables ξ are zero – is itself exponentially stable at the relevant
equilibrium point. Unfortunately, the change of coordinates
(ξ, η) = (x) breaks down (loses rank) precisely here owing
to the non-regularity of the system – due in particular
to the zero concentration of thrombin. More sophisticated
approaches [12, 13] require computing the relative degree of
the system at the singularity; but being much higher than 2 in
our model, this turns out to incur similar, prohibitive, computational penalties in iterated Lie brackets as the ones lately
discussed in generating the full accessibility distribution.
Failure to apply the usual tests does not, of course, show
that the system is not exponentially minimum-phase, and
moreover there are two additional reasons for suspecting
the non-linear dynamics to be stable. First, the coagulation
cascade as modelled here – even in the case of factor-V
Leiden – ultimately eventuates in the binding of all active
proteases into inactive complexes. (Whether this happens
exponentially rather than merely asymptotically is not as
obvious.) The introduction of the anti-coagulatory heparin
into the system is unlikely to upset this stability. Second,
the control schemes do appear to achieve bounded tracking
in continuous-time simulation below.
The gains were calculated by treating the system as a
linear-quadratic regulator, with – unless otherwise noted –
state-penalty matrix set to the identity matrix and the input
penalty set to unity. Solution of the optimisation problem
with Matlab’s lqr function gives Kp = 1, Kd = 1.7321 for
control under factor-V Leiden. However, control of the nonlinear system was observed to be fairly insensitive to the
choice of cost parameters. Increasing or decreasing the ratio
of the state penalty to the input penalty by as much as an
order of magnitude yielded qualitatively similar thrombin
trajectories (but see the discussion in Section 6.2 below).
3.2.2 Discretisation: Finally, practical application will
also require discretisation of the controller. In the simulations below, this was achieved simply by allowing it to
update only every 0.5 s. The model was then simulated in
continuous time using a zero-order hold. Now, the sampling
rate of the controller affects the controllability of the system: under a sufﬁciently low rate the theory lately outlined
will fail to achieve exact output tracking. Two hertz was
therefore chosen simply by determining, via trial and error,
the lowest rate that would not severely degrade the results.
3.3

Step-input control

A much simpler control technique was also applied; the
rationale for it is discussed below. This strategy is predicated on the assumption that a single-step input might sufﬁce
2634
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to force the system to track the desired thrombin trajectory ‘reasonably well’. More precisely, the assumption is
that the step input that matches both the desired peak concentration of thrombin and the occurrence of this peak will
result in a thrombin trajectory that deviates very little over
its entirety from its desired counterpart. Therefore this technique was implemented by performing a parameter search
over repeated trials for that step input that would minimise
the peak-concentration and peak-time discrepancies. Thus
the input u was modiﬁed on successive trials according to:


u ← u + α max{y(t)} − max{yd (t)}
t
t


+ β argmaxt {y(t)} − argmaxt {yd (t)}
(17)
where α and β-positive for anti-coagulant inputs and negative for pro-coagulants – scale the relative contribution of
each term, and were adjusted by hand. The search was performed as follows. First, the time and location of the desired
thrombin peak were computed from the desired thrombin trajectory (for its computation, see Section 4 below).
Then, for ﬁxed α and β and an input u initialised at 0,
the cascade was simulated, from which the time and location of the thrombin peak was calculated. The input was
then modiﬁed according to (17) and the process repeated
until convergence. Since the relative weighting of peakconcentration and peak-time discrepancies yielded better and
worse matches of the overall trajectory, it was adjusted (via
α and β) by hand, another search performed, and so on;
until visual inspection showed a good match. Useful values
of α and β are reported in the results below (in general, a
good ratio of the former to the latter was about ﬁve).

4

Methods

We draw our chemical reactions from three main sources,
the ﬁrst two of which collect their own data from a number
of primary sources (the last is itself a primary source): [3,
4, 14]. A description of each follows. The entire system is
summarised in Fig. 2.
Forty-eight chemical reactions for normal blood clotting,
with no exogenous intervention, were taken directly from
[3], from which also the numerical values of the rate constants were supplied. They are reproduced here in Table 1.
The blood factors are referred to by their Roman-numeral
designations, a lowercase ‘a’ denoting the activated form.
Other abbreviations include: mIIa for meizothrombin, LBS
for the concentration of lipid binding sites, PS for protein
S, PC for protein C, APC for its activated form, TFPI for
tissue-factor-pathway inhibitor, Tm for thrombomodulin, AT
for antithrombin and TF for tissue factor. A subscripted
‘i’ indicates the inactivated form of an enzyme, and a
subscripted ‘L’ indicates the lipid-bound form.
The simple mechanism of factor Va inactivation of the
[3] model consisted of a single chemical equation. We substituted for this equation the model of factor-Va inactivation
of [4], which was designed speciﬁcally to match data for
factor-V Leiden. (For completeness: in fact, we used all
of the chemical equations from [3] except two: the deactivation of FVaL by APC; and the unbinding of FVaiL , the
lipid-bound, inactivated form of factor Va, from its phospholipid surface – since, after all, FVaiL never shows up in
our model, being replaced by various cleaved forms of factor Va.) These 34 chemical equations are listed in Table 2.
Factor-V Leiden is a genetic disorder in which the amino
IET Control Theory Appl., 2012, Vol. 6, Iss. 17, pp. 2630–2643
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Fig. 2 Coagulation cascade
Triangle-headed arrows indicate transformations to activated forms;
ﬂat-headed lines connect the catalysts to the reaction they catalyse;
line-arrowheaded arrows indicate binding reactions; and ball-ended
lines denote inhibitory reactions. Reactions that are not treated in
this model (see Section 3.1) have been greyed out. The input for
treatment of factor-V Leiden, heparin, is in pale grey. The remaining arrows (true-arrowheaded) mark the initiation points of the
cascade. Some reactions have been omitted to reduce clutter: the
lipid bindings, those involving meizothrombin (mIIa; since its role
is identical to thrombin), the sub-reactions that compose factor-V
deactivation (Table 2), and the sub-reactions of heparin-mediated
thrombin inactivation (Table 3)

acid Arg505 of the heavy chain of factor V is replaced by
Gln505 , which effectively disables APC-mediated cleavage
of factor V at this point. The disorder was discovered only
as recently as 1994, but it is in fact quite common, affecting perhaps 5% of the white population, among whom it is
the most prevalent of the inherited hypercoagulatory disorders. Now, [4] were able to match data for inactivation of
FVaLEIDEN by assuming that the form of factor V cleaved
at Arg505 , Va5 , has no effect on clotting, that is, it is ‘inactivated’. (This is so even despite its reported 60% efﬁcacy
in complex with factor Xa as prothrombinase. Since it has
no overall effect, and for the sake of simplicity, we treated
Va5L as inert.)
We made a further simpliﬁcation in the incorporation of
this model: [4] model the inactivation of factor Va by APC,
rather than the more efﬁcacious APC:PS complex, as in [3].
Now in fact, uncomplexed APC competes with APC:PS for
binding with factor Va, but [3] leaves out this competition,
that is, only APC:PS is modelled as binding with Va – presumably because, under normal conditions, very little free
APC circulates: the vast majority of it is immediately bound
up by protein S. We follow this expedient in appropriating
the [4] model, replacing APC with APC:PS in all the relevant chemical equations. Does not this substitution require
an alteration of the rate constants? After all, APC:PS is
supposed to be more efﬁcacious. Yes: and here we follow
the results of [15], who found that the increased efﬁcacy
of the complex results from a factor of three increase in
IET Control Theory Appl., 2012, Vol. 6, Iss. 17, pp. 2630–2643
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the cleavage rate of Va at Arg306 . (Previously it had been
reported that the factor was twenty rather than three, but as
[15] notes, this would abolish the thrombophilic effect of
factor-V Leiden: in the presence of protein C, the cleavage
at Arg306 would dominate the cleavage at Arg505 , so that
the disabling of the latter in FVL would have no overall
effect on clotting.) In the interest of perspicuity, the factor of three and the original rate constant from [4] are listed
explicitly in Table 2. Of course, if we wanted to model (e.g.)
protein-S deﬁciency, we should need to put the equations for
(uncomplexed) APC inactivation of FVa into the model.
Does this complicated replacement for the single equation
of [3] yield similar results under normal (healthy) conditions? In fact, there is a signiﬁcant change: under the more
complicated model, thrombin peaks during normal clotting
around 90 nM, whereas under [3]’s model, it peaked at
almost 40 nM (although, curiously, the time of the peak
is the same in both models). Now [3] veriﬁes their model
by comparing it to clinical observations of thrombin curves
under various physiological conditions, in particular by comparison with Fig. 5 of [16]. However, oddly enough, these
conditions assume no protein C or protein S, so [3]’s simulations do not actually verify this part of their model. In
point of fact, [3]’s ‘veriﬁcations’ are anyway qualitative: the
thrombin curves from [16], while peaking at similar concentrations, are somewhat delayed compared with those of
[3]. Resolution of this issue, too, we defer to the discussion section below. For now it should be said that the more
detailed model of [4] is probably more accurate than the
single equation of [3], so we proceed with some conﬁdence.
The heretofore unexplained abbreviations appearing in the
table are as follows. The numbers 3, 5, and 6 denote the site
or sites at which the species of factor Va has been cleaved,
respectively, Arg306 , Arg505 and Arg662 . Thus, Va53 is factor
Va cleaved at both Arg306 and Arg505 ; and VaA3 is factor
V’s A2 peptide chain, cleaved at Arg306 . LC denotes the
light peptide chain of factor Va and HC its heavy chain;
and VaLC is the light chain and A1 peptide chain. The
subscripted L again denotes the lipid-bound species.
A word on the lipid-binding: the reader may notice that
not all of the proteins subscripted with an L have equations for dissociating from their lipid substrates. In this,
we are for the most part following [3], in which only
the simple proteins, but not the compounds, are allowed
to dissociate. For the remainder, we have followed [4] in
not allowing the uncomplexed proteins LCL , Va5L , Va3L ,
Va53L , Va36L , Va56L , Va536L and VaLCL to dissociate
from their substrates. Now, in fact, the experiments in [4]
assume a saturating amount of lipids; whereas in our model,
the phospholipid concentration is something less than saturating. Technically, then, these proteins should be allowed
to dissociate. However, assuming on- and off-rates equal
to that for (uncleaved) factor Va, these dissociations have
an entirely negligible effect even on the concentrations of
the FVa-variants themselves, let alone on thrombin levels –
which is to be expected, since phospholipids never fall below
about 1500 nM throughout the simulations, at which levelbinding forces vastly predominate over unbinding forces (cf.
the rate constants of chemical reaction 4). Note, also, that
the heavy-chain variants of factor Va are not lipid bound: the
binding site for lipids lies in the light chain of factor V [4].
Finally, on this head, a correction was required: [3] claim
that thrombin is released from the lipid surface when it
is activated. However, conservation of mass requires these
lipid-binding sites to be returned to the pool of uncomplexed LBS; thus in chemical reaction 33 we have added
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Table 1 Chemical reactions and rate constants drawn from [3]; they govern all the reactions
except factor Va inactivation and the interaction of heparin with the system
No.

Reaction

kon , nM−1 s−1

koff , s−1

kcat , s−1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

II + LBS  IIL
mIIa + LBS  mIIaL
V + LBS  VL
Va + LBS  VaL
VII + LBS  VIIL
VIIa + LBS  VIIaL
VIII + LBS  VIIIL
VIIIa + LBS  VIIIaL
IX + LBS  IXL
IXa + LBS  IXaL
X + LBS  XL
Xa + LBS  XaL
APC + LBS  APCL
PS + LBS  PSL
VIIIai + LBS  VIIIai,L
PC + LBS  PCL
TFL + VIIaL  TF:VIIaL
TFL + VIIL  TF:VIIL
TF:VIIaL + IXL  TF:VIIa:IXL
→ TF:VIIaL + IXaL
TF:VIIaL + XL  TF:VIIa:XL → TF:VIIa:XaL
TF:VIIa:XaL → TF:VIIaL + XaL
TF:VIIL + XaL  TF:VII:XaL → TF:VIIaL + XaL
IXaL + VIIIaL  IXa:VIIIaL
XaL + VaL  Xa:VaL
IXa:VIIIaL + XL  IXa:VIIIa:XL
→ IXa:VIIIaL + XaL
VL + XaL  V:XaL → VaL + XaL
VIIIL + XaL  VIII:XaL → VIIIaL + XaL
VL + IIa  V:IIaL → VaL + IIa
VIIIL + IIa  VIII:IIaL → VIIIaL + IIa
Xa:VaL + IIL  Xa:Va:IIL
Xa:VaL + mIIaL  Xa:Va:mIIaL
Xa:Va:IIL → Xa:Va:mIIaL
Xa:Va:mIIaL → Xa:VaL + IIa + LBS
VIIL + XaL  VII:XaL → VIIaL + XaL
XI + IIa  XI:IIa → XIa + IIa
APC:PSL + VIIIaL  APC:PS:VIIIaL
→ APC:PSL + VIIIai,L
TFPI + Xa  TFPI:Xa
TFPI:Xa + TF:VIIaL  TFPI:Xa:TF:VIIaL
IXa + AT → IXa:AT
Xa + AT → Xa:AT
IIa + AT → IIa:AT
VL + mIIaL  V:mIIaL → VaL + mIIaL
VIIIL + mIIaL  VIII:mIIaL → VIIIaL + mIIaL
IIa + TmL  IIa:TmL
IIa:TmL + PCL  IIa:Tm:PCL → IIa:TmL + APCL
mIIa + AT → mIIa:AT
APCL + PSL  APC:PSL
XIa + IXL  XIa:IXL → XIa + IXaL

0.0043
0.05
0.05
0.057
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.01
0.029
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.5
0.005

1
0.475
0.145
0.17
0.66
0.227
0.1
0.335
0.115
0.115
1.9
3.3
3.5
0.2
0.335
11.5
0.005
0.005

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

0.01
0.1
–
0.05
0.1
1

2.09
32.5
1
44.8
0.2
1

0.34
1.5
–
15.2
–
–

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
–
–
0.05
0.1

10.7
1
2.1
6.94
13.8
100
66
–
–
44.8
10

8.3
0.043
0.023
0.23
0.9
–
–
13
15
15.2
1.43

0.1
0.016
0.01
4.9 ×10−7
2.3 ×10−6
6.83 ×10−5
0.1
0.1
1
0.1
6.83 ×10−6
0.1
0.01

1.6
0.000333
0.0011
–
–
–
6.94
13.8
0.5
6.4
–
0.5
1.417

0.4
–
–
–
–
–
1.035
0.9
–
3.6
–
–
0.183

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

an LBS term that was missing from [3]. Of course, as we
have just ﬁnished saying, the concentration of binding sites
is in excess over the other proteins, so this addition makes
no discernible difference to the simulations.
The form of the heparin equations comes from [14] and
appear in Table 3. The abbreviated proteins are heparin,
thrombin (activated factor II), and antithrombin; (IIa-AT)
2636
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is a stable complex, which can no longer dissociate into
inhibitor and protease.
Such are the forms of the heparin reactions; however, to
our knowledge, the exact values of the on- and off-rates
under physiological conditions have never been determined.
In [14], however, are found estimates of the ratios of offto on-rates; the following expedient was therefore adopted:
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Table 2 Chemical reactions and rate constants of the [4] model of factor-Va deactivation;
factor-V Leiden is modelled as knocking out the reactions that cleave factor V at the Arg505
site; and proteins cleaved at this site are marked by a 5 (see the text for abbreviations)
No.

Reaction

kon , nM/s

koff , s−1

kcat , s−1

49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

LCL + HC  VaL
LCL + HC5  Va5L
LCL + HC3  Va3L
LCL + HC53  Va53L
LCL + HC36  Va36L
LCL + HC56 Va56L
LCL + HC536  Va536L
LCL + APC:PS L  LC:APC:PSL
VaL + APC:PSL  Va:APC:PSL
Va5L + APC:PSL  Va5:APC:PSL
Va3L + APC:PSL  Va3:APC:PSL
Va53L + APC:PSL  Va53:APC:PSL
Va36L + APC:PSL  Va36:APC:PSL
Va56L + APC:PSL  Va56:APC:PSL
Va536L + APC:PSL  Va536:APC:PSL
VaLCL + APC:PSL  VaLC:APC:PSL
VaLCL + VaA3  Va3L
VaLCL +VaA53  Va53L
VaLCL +VaA36  Va36L
VaLCL +VaA356  Va536L
VaLC:APC:PSL + VaA3  Va3:APC:PSL
VaLC:APC:PSL + VaA53  Va53:APC:PSL
VaLC:APC:PSL + VaA36  Va36:APC:PSL
VaLC:APC:PSL + VaA356  Va536:APC:PSL
Va:APC:PSL
Va3:APC:PSL
Va5:APC:PSL
Va53:APC:PSL
Va5:APC:PSL
Va56:APC:PSL
Va36:APC:PSL
Va3:APC:PSL
Va53:APC:PSL
Va536:APC:PSL
Va56:APC:PSL
Va536:APC:PSL
Va:APC:PSL
Va5:APC:PSL
Va3:APC:PSL
Va53:APC:PSL
Va36:APC:PSL
Va536:APC:PSL

2.63 × 10−6
2.63 × 10−6
2.63 × 10−6
2.63 × 10−6
2.63 × 10−6
2.63 × 10−6
2.63 × 10−6
2.63 × 10−6
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
2.57 × 10−6
2.57 × 10−6
2.57 × 10−6
2.57 × 10−6
2.57 × 10−6
2.57 × 10−6
2.57 × 10−6
2.57 × 10−6
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

1.72 × 10−5
1.72 × 10−5
1.72 × 10−5
1.72 × 10−5
1.72 × 10−5
1.72 × 10−5
1.72 × 10−5
1.72 × 10−5
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.028
0.028
0.028
0.028
0.028
0.028
0.028
0.028
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
3*0.064
3*0.064
5.2 × 10−4
5.2 × 10−4
5.2 × 10−4
3*0.064
1
1
1

Table 3 Chemical equations of the heparin reactions; the equations were
drawn from [14], but the rate constants were estimated as in the text
No.

Reaction

kon , nM/s

koff , s−1

kcleavage , s−1

82
83
84
85
86
87

Hep + IIa  Hep:IIa
Hep + AT  Hep:AT
Hep:IIa + AT  Hep:AT:IIa
Hep:AT + IIa  Hep:AT:IIa
IIa:AT + AT  Hep:AT:IIa
Hep:AT:IIa → IIa-AT

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
–

0.1 ∗ 3 × 104
0.1 ∗ 2 × 102
0.1 ∗ 20
0.1 ∗ 3 × 103
0.1 ∗ 0.6
–

–
–
–
–
–
5

On-rates were set to an intermediate value within the biologically normal range for enzyme-substrate reactions (see for
example Table 4.4 in [17], but also [3]), viz. 0.1 s/nM. The
corresponding off-rates were then computed by multiplying
the aforementioned ratios by the on-rates, that is, 0.1. Again,
this is represented explicitly in the table. This approximation
does not vitiate the theoretical apparatus, but it does have
numerical consequences; we take up this question again in
the discussion below.
The ﬁnal rate constant is a catalytic rate, and as such
is taken directly from [14]. However, we also deviate in
one other particular from that paper: whereas [3] model AT
binding to IIa as irreversible, with a very slow on-rate, [14]
considers the reaction to be reversible, with a very high
IET Control Theory Appl., 2012, Vol. 6, Iss. 17, pp. 2630–2643
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off-to-on ratio. These mechanisms are certainly not equivalent, and we use the more recent mechanism from [3].
However, in any case, this reaction will be dominated by
the much higher afﬁnity reaction between AT and heparin,
the primary path to the Hep:AT:IIa complex, so the choice
has little practical consequence.
Finally: heparin is also thought to facilitate the inactivation of factor Xa, but once again for simplicity these
interactions have been neglected.
Table 4 lists all the non-zero initial concentrations. The
concentration of lipid binding sites and the initial activating amount of tissue factor were chosen to match [16], as
in [3]. All other concentrations are normal physiological
values.
2637
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Table 4 Non-zero initial conditions; all other proteins are initialised at zero
Species
tissue factor
factor II
factor V
factor VII
factor VIIa

Conc., nM

Species

Conc., nM

Species

Conc., nM

0.005
1400
20
10
0.1

factor VIII
factor IX
factor XI
factor X
thrombomodulin

0.7
90
30
170
1

TFPI
antithrombin
protein C
protein S
LBS

2.5
3400
60
300
3396

The chemical reactions of Tables 1–3 are equivalent to
a set of coupled, non-linear, ODEs. For completeness we
illustrate the transformation for the ﬁrst chemical equation,
II + LBS  IIL . This is equivalent to
d[II]
= −kon [II][LBS] + koff [IIL ]
dt
d[LBS]
= −kon [II][LBS] + koff [IIL ]
dt
d[IIL ]
= kon [II][LBS] − koff [IIL ]
dt
where square brackets denote (time-varying) concentration.
More succinctly, as in (12), we may write
 


−1 1
[II]
d
kon [II][LBS]
[LBS] = −1 1
koff [IIL ]
dt [II ]
1 −1
L

(18)

Incorporating the other chemical reactions amounts to
adding monomials to each ODE as necessary, and of course
adding an ODE for each new chemical introduced; or, alternatively, to adding new columns to the numerical matrix,
C, for each new rate constant, and adding a new row for
each new chemical. This simple structure is a consequence
of the mass-action kinetics of the coagulation reactions, and
in turn makes possible the algebraic proof exploited above
(Section 3.2).
All simulations were performed in MATLAB [18] using
the stiff ODE solver ode15s. Computation of the strict relative degree of the system was also performed in MATLAB,
using the symbolic toolbox. For all simulations, the ‘desired
trajectory’ (time course) of thrombin concentration was precomputed by ﬁrst simulating healthy coagulation, that is,
numerically solving the unmodiﬁed system of ODEs. Simulation of the control techniques then took place in models
that had been modiﬁed appropriately to account for the
disease of interest, as above.

5

Results

5.1 Factor-V Leiden: unconstrained, continuous,
feedback-linearising control
We ﬁrst simulate coagulation in a patient with the hypercoagulatory disorder factor-V Leiden, with and without
intervention by the anti-coagulant heparin, as well as normal
(non-pathological) clotting. Initiation of the clotting event is
assumed to take place via the intrinsic pathway and is therefore modelled by initialising tissue factor at a concentration
of 5 pM (following [3]).
Fig. 3 shows the thrombin proﬁle during normal clotting (dark line), clotting in a ‘patient’ with factor-V Leiden
(light line), and that clotting in the same patient but with
2638
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the feedback-linearising controller (medium line). Exact output tracking has been achieved; however, several defects are
immediately obvious. First, the controller operates continuously, that is, updating as often as the numerical simulation
of the ODEs does, whereas any practical controller must be
digital. The input, appearing in at right in Fig. 3, is obviously
not feasible for any imaginable drug-delivery mechanism.
In fact, to avoid numerical errors, the input was clamped at
100 nM/s. (We explain this issue in the discussion section
below.) Finally, and relatedly, a realistic controller will have
a maximum and minimum input rate; certainly, the rate
cannot be negative, since this implies withdrawal of heparin from the site of the injury. The present controller was
allowed us to do just that.
5.2 Factor-V Leiden: constrained, continuous,
feedback-linearising control
We address the ﬁnal defect ﬁrst. Note, however, that the
theory outlined above does not guarantee the success of any
these remedies. As lately noted, the input cannot be a negative number, nor can it be much higher than a single-digit
nanomolarity per second. (Continuous intravenous infusions
over a 24 h period total between 20 000 and 40 000 International units, which comes to about 10 pM/s. Since our
treatment lasts only over the course of a few minutes, we can
presumably use higher doses over this short interval without overmuch hæmophilic risk downstream.) We impose an
upper bound (somewhat arbitrarily) at 20 nM/s and a lower
bound of zero by ‘squashing’ inputs outside this range, that
is, setting any u calculated from (10) that exceeds one of
these bounds to the value of the bound. The result appears
in Fig. 4.
There is indeed some degradation from the unconstrained
controller; in particular, the controller overshoots the peak
trajectory somewhat, and is unable to compensate for the
ﬁnal undershoot. These defects are respectively the consequences of the maximum and minimum constraints; but the
latter at least might be remedied by some form of anticipation; that is, if the controller could predict the ﬁnal
undershoot, it might ease off the input earlier. This possibility is explored in the discussion below. As for the
overshoot, it can be eliminated by raising the maximum
input to 50 nM/s (graph not shown). However, in the absence
of an established maximum, it might be safer to try to
address this issue with an anticipatory control as well.
5.3 Factor-V Leiden: constrained, discrete,
feedback-linearising control
The corresponding input at right in Fig. 4 still exhibits
some chatter, naturally, since it is allowed to vary continuously. That shortcoming is rectiﬁed by discretising the
controller, which results in the output and input of Fig. 5
(solid lines). Here the output again overshoots the desired
IET Control Theory Appl., 2012, Vol. 6, Iss. 17, pp. 2630–2643
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Fig. 3 Graphs showing thrombin proﬁle during normal clotting
Top: simulated control of thrombin concentration during a clotting
event in a patient with factor-V Leiden. The controller was unconstrained, and was updated continuously, allowing arbitrarily close
tracking of the desired trajectory. Bottom: the heparin input in nM/s
that generated the output above. Although this input yields perfect
tracking, it is obviously unacceptable for any realistic drug-delivery
mechanism, operating as it does on a continuous time scale and
using negative inputs (see the text)

thrombin trajectory, but also undershoots the pre-peak trajectory, evidently because it was unable to recover from
the initial input; and, for similar reasons, undershoots the
post-peak thrombin curve slightly more than its counterpart
continuous controller (Fig. 4).
A smaller controller step yields, as expected, superior
results (not shown); and raising the input maximum again
eliminates the overshoot. In the limit, of course, we should
be able to reproduce the results of the continuous controller.
However, and for that very reason, the smaller the step, the
more unrealistic the controller. Then, in any case, we shall
presumably not be able to eliminate the undershoot that the
continuous controller exhibits, since that results from the
input minimum; nor, if we take seriously the input maximum
of 20 nM/s, shall we be able to eliminate the overshoot.
The ‘clipping’ that the upper constraint imposes on the
input can be eliminated by increasing the input penalty (relative to the state penalty) in the linear-quadratic regulator
(producing feedback gains Kp = 0.1414, Kd = 0.5503), but
at the cost of some degradation in output tracking. Nor could
adjustment of the relative penalties eliminate clipping at the
IET Control Theory Appl., 2012, Vol. 6, Iss. 17, pp. 2630–2643
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Fig. 4 Graphs showing
Top: simulated control of thrombin concentration during a clotting event in a patient with factor-V Leiden, again continuously
sampling. Bottom: the input generating the output above, it was
constrained to the range 0–20 nM/s

lower input bound (u = 0). In Fig. 5 (dashed lines), the input
penalty has been increased from unity to 50 (while the state
penalty remains the identity matrix).
Whether the controlled trajectories of Fig. 5 present a
hypercoagulatory risk is something of an open question:
Rapid product formation ‘downstream’ in the cascade, that
is, the formation of ﬁbrin from ﬁbrinogen and activation of
factor XIII – requires concentrations of thrombin less than
2 nM [19], so it is not clear how important the exact trajectory of the thrombin curve is. Nevertheless, it may be
important, and so we propose a more sophisticated approach
below.
5.4

Hæmophilia A: ‘impulse’ controller

We turn to ‘moderate’ hæmophilia A, at which native levels
of the zymogen factor VIII are about 2.5% of normal levels.
Now, if indeed we have a controller that can be switched
on precisely at the onset of a clotting event (perhaps by the
release of tissue factor), and can apply the control locally –
assumptions under which we have been operating so far –
then feedback linearisation is overkill: we can simply dump
in the healthy initial concentration of factor VIII in the ﬁrst
controller time step, and then turn the controller off. Using
again a control sampling rate of 2 Hz, this technique yields
the near-perfect results of Fig. 6. Here the non-zero input
at the ﬁrst time step (not shown) is x(0)/T , where x(0) is
the desired initial concentration of factor VIII, 0.7 nM, and
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Fig. 5 Graphs showing
Top: simulated control of thrombin concentration during a clotting
event in a patient with factor-V Leiden, this time using a discrete
controller sampling every 0.5 s. The dashed line shows a controller
with a high input penalty (relative to the state penalty). Bottom:
the discrete input, constrained to lie between 0 and 20 nM/s, that
generated the output above. Increasing the relative input penalty
avoids ‘clipping’ at the upper input bound, but degrades tracking

T is the controller time step, 0.5 s. An added boon of this
technique is that it requires no sampling at all: the controller
would not require sensors.
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Fig. 6 Simulated control of thrombin in a patient with moderate
hæmophilia A (see text), where the controller inputs the proper
initial concentration of factor VIII at the ﬁrst time step, then shuts
off
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Fig. 7 Control of thrombin concentration in a hæmophiliac using
a single-step input at time t = 0
The input is 6.92 pM/s

Hæmophilia A: step controller

Now, the simple, step controller discussed in Section 3.3
above operates on similar principles, although it makes no
assumptions as to the controller operating frequency. Applying the simple learning algorithm of (17) with α = 1 × 10−4
and β = 1 × 10−5 yields the trajectory in Fig. 7. The constant input (not shown) of factor VIII is the very low rate of
6.92 pM/s. The price we pay for the simplicity of this control
scheme is the overshoot on the back half of the trajectory.
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Factor-V Leiden: step controller

Finally, we ask how well we can manage factor-V Leiden
with the step controller. In fact, we can do quite well. Choosing α = 0.05 and β = 0.01 in (17), the input will settle on
u = 4.39 nM/s, at which rate the peak concentration and its
occurrence can be very nearly matched (Fig. 8). The only
question that remains is how signiﬁcant the undershoot is
from a clinical perspective.
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Fig. 8 Control of thrombin concentration in a patient with
factor-V Leiden by a single-step input at time t = 0
The input is 4.39 nM/s
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6.1

Discussion
Controllability

We have shown via an algebraic criterion that our system of
ODEs is not full-state linearisable. As a matter of fact, we
can say more. It follows from the method of transforming
chemical equations into ODEs that every reversible reaction
will introduce into C two columns that are additive inverses
of each other. Thus, while the rank of C is obviously upperbounded by the number of uni-directional reactions, that is,
the number of arrows in all our chemical equations, or again
the number of rate constants – since this is the number of
columns in C, it is also upper-bounded by the (generally
smaller) number of uni- or bidirectional reactions, that is,
counting each pair of arrows as just one reaction; henceforth simply called ‘reactions’. If this number falls short of
the dimension of the state space, then full-state linearisation requires the deﬁcit to be covered by the control vector
ﬁelds – which, in the case of a single input, can provide
additional rank of at most one. So in chemical systems of
mass-action kinetics with no outﬂow, a single output, and
a single input, a necessary (though insufﬁcient) condition
for full-state linearisation is that there be at least as many
reactions as state variables.
We can translate this result into a statement about the controllability of the system. The rank of the strong-accessibility
distribution (at some point x0 ) is the dimension of the locally
accessible manifold (from x0 ); or alternatively, the difference between this rank and the dimension of the state, n,
is the number of uncontrollable modes of the system. So
the dimension of the locally accessible manifold is upperbounded by the total number of reactions (again, counting
bidirectional reactions just once). More formally:
Theorem 1: Consider a chemical system of mass-action
kinetics with mu unidirectional reactions, mb bidirectional
reactions, and n states (reactants). Under control with p
inputs, the rank q of the strong-accessibility distribution is
everywhere less than or equal to the total number of reactions – each bidirectional reaction counting just once –, plus
p. That is
q ≤ mu + mb + p ≤ n
(19)
The proof is immediately from the discussion above. That
the result is global (rather than at some particular x0 ) follows
from the ‘augmented matrix’ D of Section 3.2 being independent of the state. Note also that, although p is obviously
increased by the addition of an exogenous pharmaceutical,
like heparin, this addition will likewise increase n, both
because heparin (say) was not part of the original system,
and because it will introduce as well additional complexes
(e.g. Hep:AT, Hep:IIa, etc.). It follows that, for an exogenous pharmaceutical to increase the controllability of the
system, it must introduce more reactions than complexes.
Considering the present system, we ﬁnd that without the
heparin reactions there are 96 reactions and 98 state variables. Factor-V Leiden knocks out some reactions and some
state variables, leaving 77 and 84, respectively. Now, we are
obviously interested in pharmaceutical interventions in addition to heparin (a whole host of pro-coagulants, for instance).
However, it can now be claimed that in order even to stand
a chance of fully linearising the system with one of these
interventions as the (sole) input, or equivalently of fully controlling the system, the drug must interact with the system
via at least six more reactions than the number of variables
IET Control Theory Appl., 2012, Vol. 6, Iss. 17, pp. 2630–2643
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that these reactions introduce. (We say six because the control vector ﬁeld may not be in the span of C and hence
cover the remaining dimension; recall (15).) And indeed,
heparin introduces only six reactions for its ﬁve new state
variables, yielding 83 and 89, respectively (see Table 3).
So even though there are more unidirectional reactions (rate
constants, columns of C) than state variables (proteins, rows
of C), we know that there are uncontrollable modes even
without constructing C simply by noting that the number of
reactions falls short of the number of state variables.
Finally on the topic of full-state linearisation, it can
be shown that outﬂow of the blood factors – in particular, heterogeneous outﬂow – can increase the rank of the
accessibility matrix, and hence of the strong-accessibility
distribution [10]. For simplicity, the model as it stands
neglects outﬂow, but in fact in vivo coagulation will perforce have some ﬂow (both in and out) of clotting factors,
and if it be not negligible over the time scale of interest,
this may provide for greater controllability of the system.
6.2

Non-regularity

The coagulation system under application of heparin is, we
have said, non-regular; that is, the relative degree is not constant across the state space. What consequences ensue for
control?
It appears that the technique of allowing the system to
drift away from the singularity has no adverse effects on
control. We describe now in detail why this should be so.
The feedback non-linearity that shows up in the denominator
of the control law, (10), is in the present case, which has
strict relative degree (q = 2)
Lg Lf h(x) = −kon [IIa](t)

(20)

inducing a singularity precisely when concentrations of
thrombin (factor IIa) are zero. However, during a clotting
event, thrombin concentrations will always be greater than
zero, so the state is safely bounded away from the singularity. We could make this bound precise by choosing some
δ in thrombin-concentration space below which we do not
care to regulate the thrombin trajectory. And the simulations
have demonstrated that in the concentration range of interest – viz., on the order of nanomolarity – the state is not
near enough to the singularity to introduce numerical errors
into the control.
Now, on the other hand, some (too large) choice of δ
would violate the initial-condition criteria too grossly for the
controller to be able to recover. That it does recover at all
is a consequence (presumably) of the error correction terms
added to the control law in (16). Again, the simulations have
demonstrated that the controller can indeed recover as late
as 60 seconds into the clotting event.
We saw in the Results section above that the unconstrained (continuous) controller led to numerical errors in
the ODE simulation – which is why the data shown in Fig. 3
were produced with input clamped at 100 nM/s. These errors
are indeed the consequence of the non-regularity of the system, but a peculiar consequence that could not arise in a
realistic controller: since the heparin input rate was allowed
us to assume negative values, the concentration of heparin
itself as well as other state variables could be driven below
zero. And of course pushing thrombin levels through zero
means operating the controller in the region of the singularity. Lower-bounding the input at zero, as we must in
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any realistic controller and as we do in the other simulations, eliminates this threat to the numerical stability of the
controller.
Are there not more theoretically sound, less heuristical,
bases for avoiding the singularity? There are, but these [12,
13] involve variations on the following theme: compute the
relative degree of the system at the singularity, and use the
corresponding control law (again (10), but with a higher
strict relative degree, q) in the region of the singularity. The
problem with this type of technique for our model is that the
relative degree at the singularity is higher than the ability of
our machine to compute iterated Lie derivatives; that is, we
are back to the same, apparently insuperable, computational
obstacle that prevented direct computation of the rank of the
strong-accessibility distribution. Fortunately, the simulations
presented here evidently demonstrate the superﬂuity of these
more sophisticated methods.
6.3

Controller merits and demerits

How precise does our control need to be, after all? The
answer is not known, but there is some suggestion that
the required amount of thrombin for clotting is much less
than the actual peak concentration: Brummel et al. [19]
have demonstrated in an in vitro study that less than 2 nM
of thrombin is required for rapid product formation downstream in the cascade. Certainly this suggests that step inputs
sufﬁce to steer hæmophilia-A and factor-V-Leiden patients
through safe clotting, given the qualitative matches of Figs. 7
and 8. In case these matches are not sufﬁcient, however,
or more critically in case the upper bound on the input
needs to be lowered, we propose in the following section
a model-predictive approach to remedy the defects of the
feedback-linearising controller.
However, the step controllers have another enormous
advantage over the feedback-linearising control: they require
no sampling, only initiation at the inception of a clotting
event. There is not currently a method for measuring bloodprotein concentrations in vivo in real time – certainly not at
the required 2 Hz sampling rate. The term Lf2 h(x) from the
control law, (10), is a function of some 32 proteins. (The
other term in the control law, Lg Lf h(x), is a function only of
thrombin. And in fact, thrombin can indeed be measured in
real-time ex vivo; see [20].) We interpret our results on feedback linearisation, then, as showing that if indeed a greater
degree of accuracy is required for thrombin tracking, then it
would be fruitful to devise the appropriate sensors for realtime sampling, since they would make possible this suitable
technique. Now, naïvely constraining the input vitiates the
accuracy of this technique (Figs. 4 and 5), hence the need
for the model-predictive controller.
On the other hand, two signiﬁcant advantages of the feedback controllers must be stressed. First of all, they require no
training. Patient-to-patient variation and model errors (e.g.
in rate constants, which vary fairly widely from study to
study) make pre-training on a model insufﬁcient for the
development of actual treatments, though it certainly provides a good starting point. So in the limit, the training of
the step-controller approaches the actual (barbarous) state of
the art, namely testing the patient once a day and modifying
doses accordingly. Second, and perhaps more signiﬁcantly,
the feedback controllers operate fairly robustly over a wide
range of delays in turning on. So, for example, in the case
of constrained, discrete control (the most plausible scenario),
turning on the controller a full minute after the release of
tissue factor increases the overshoot by less than 5%, with
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the rest of the trajectory tracking essentially identical (data
not shown). The issue here is how similar the state at (for
example) t = 60 s is to the desired initial conditions – the
closer, the more easily the controller can recover – and as
is clear from the plots above, thrombin concentrations (presumably, inter alia) do not increase signiﬁcantly until about
85 s.
One envisages, then, the following real-world scenario in
which this type of controller would be particularly useful: an
individual suffering from factor-V Leiden cuts herself, and –
within the ﬁrst minute – applies to the site of injury a device
that injects heparin, in response to the local concentration of
all (or some subset of) the other blood proteins.
6.4

Significance of model assumptions

Two model assumptions require elaboration. First, both the
feedback and step controllers show some sensitivity to the
choice of rate constants. An earlier version of the model,
for instance, estimated both on- and off-rates for the heparin
reactions, again setting the former to 0.1 nM/s but also ﬁxing
the latter at 10 s−1 , and achieved essentially perfect tracking
with the same input limits and sampling rate. As we have
said repeatedly, reported rate constants in the blood clotting literature vary somewhat widely, so this consideration
is quite relevant. However, even if we assume the afﬁnities
in [14] are correct, as in the present model, there is still
the matter of our assumption of the on-rates (recall that the
unknown heparin on- and off-rates were estimated from their
ratio, ﬁxing the on-rate in the middle of the reasonable physiological range at 0.1 nM/s and then computing the off-rate
from their known ratio; see Section 4).
The effect on the controller turns out to be quite small.
Similar tracking results (not shown) can be achieved by both
controllers for rate-constant values that span three orders of
magnitude, with kon from 0.01–1 nM/s and koff set to maintain the desired ratio. Values outside this range are unlikely,
but there the step controller can match the thrombin peak’s
timing and height only on pain of greatly distorting the
subsequent trajectory.
A related question is how sensitive the control is to
unknown deviations in the rate constants. Given the heavy
dependence of the control law on the state, it will not be surprising that this sensitivity is indeed acute. Simulations (not
shown for reasons of space) reveal that even minor perturbations of the model rate constants – leaving the control-law
constants at their nominal values – degrades the tracking
of thrombin intolerably. Nor is the step controller immune
from this problem: a suitable step input was found by optimisation over repeated runs of the model; no such luxury
is available for the patient, so if model and patient (‘plant’)
differ, the step controller will issue in poor control.
Nevertheless, the degeneration of tracking can be eliminated by increasing the gain on the proportional term of
the feedback-linearisation controller. This is true for rateconstant deviations of up to 5%. (In the simulations, rate
constants were randomly perturbed by multiplicative Gaussian noise with unity mean and standard deviation 1/3 ×
5%, keeping 99% of the rate constants within 5% of their
original values.) The insensitivity of the model to high
proportional-term gains is of itself interesting; we pursue
it at length in a companion article.
The ﬁnal model assumption adverted to at the beginning
of this section is that of locality: the supply of unactivated
(zymogen) blood factors was treated as limited. This choice
was made to conform to the model of [3] as well as to the
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in vitro results of [16]. In reality, however, zymogens are
replenished by circulating blood, and activated proteins are
similarly removed. On the other hand, the limited amount
of lipids also restricts the amount of each zymogen that can
ever take part in the reaction, since nearly all of the clotting
reactions take place on a phospholipid surface. Congruently,
simulations (not shown) indicate that even if the zymogens
are modelled as inexhaustible, the thrombin curve remains
qualitatively the same. We proceeded then with the locality
assumption, in order to avoid the complexities of an added
circulation model.

7

Conclusions

Finally, this paper has made some useful general observations about chemical kinetics and controllability. In particular, we have shown that the dimension of the locally
accessible manifold is upper-bounded by the number of reactions in a chemical system, where bi-directional reactions
are counted just once. The authors have not seen this result
elsewhere. We can say then, e.g. that since full-state linearisation requires that the dimension of the locally accessibly
manifold be equal to the dimension of the state, in chemical
systems it requires that the number of chemicals not exceed
the number of reactions.

8
1

Regulation of many clotting disorders requires daily visits
to a doctor both for the administration of blood thickeners
or thinners, and for assaying blood–protein concentrations
to determine dosages. In exceptional circumstances, continuous intravenous administration is necessary. Neither of
these alternatives is desirable, and both are in some sense
a consequence of taking into account only the most primitive knowledge about human coagulation: certain drugs
encourage clotting, whereas others discourage it.
This paper has proposed and demonstrated two control techniques that are much more powerful in virtue of
exploiting a mathematical model of a large portion of the
coagulation cascade and the effects of the relevant pharmaceuticals. Both controllers assume local application and the
ability to detect a clotting event (release of tissue factor);
under which assumptions both have been shown capable of
regulating the time-varying concentrations of thrombin, the
key blood protein which alone of the proteins in this model
determines clot formation.
Each controller has its merits and demerits: the step controller is more critically dependent on the accuracy of the
model but requires no sensors; whereas the feedback controller is robust to model changes but requires real-time
(of the order of 2 Hz) sampling of a number of protein
concentrations (viz., all those involved in the feedback
terms). Feedback control is also (slightly) degraded by constraining the input rate to lie within a feasible range. We
address both of these deﬁciencies of feedback linearisation in a companion article (although not, unfortunately, at
the same time), demonstrating a feedback controller that
requires observation of only one state variable, and a different (model-predictive) controller, which overcomes some
of the constraint-induced tracking degradation.
The signiﬁcance of both the controllers presented in this
paper for clinical application would be greatly advanced by
various improvements to the model. First, as lately noted,
the rate constants for heparin interactions with the clotting process are not known; if a precise controller is to
be constructed along the lines proposed here, these must
be determined. Second, a circulation model would dispense
with the somewhat dubious locality assumption, as well as
possibly afford more powerful control, since inﬂow and outﬂow can increase the strict relative degree of the system
(and hence the number of linearised variables that can be
controlled).
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